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Summary 

Background: Fine particle dose (FPD) is a critical quality attribute for OIPs. The abbreviated impactor measurement 
(AIM) concept can simplify its measurement, provided that FPD is comparable with Pharmacopoeial impactor 
measurement (PIM).  This study compared FPD determined using AIM and PIM for 5 different dry powder inhaler 
(DPIs) and 2 pressurized metered dose inhaler (pMDI) products, one of which included a valved holding chamber 
(VHC) add-on device. 

Materials and Methods: Reference measurements of FPD were made following pharmacopoeial methods by each of 5 
participants using either the full-resolution Andersen 8-stage non-viable impactor (ACI) or Next Generation Impactor 
(NGI).  FPD was also determined for the same OIP(s) with an abbreviated impactor (fast screening impactor (FSI), 
fast screening Andersen (FSA) or reduced NGI (rNGI)).  Each organization chose their own validated assay method(s) 
for the active pharmaceutical compound(s) involved.  Ten replicate measurements were made by both AIM and PIM, 
with an aim to obtain a 90% confidence interval for the AIM/PIM FPD ratio of length 10% or less. The size limit for 
FPD varied from 4.4 to 5.0 μm aerodynamic diameter, depending upon flow rate, OIP studied and AIM apparatus; the 
corresponding FPD size limit for the PIM apparatus was selected to be 5 μm in accordance with the methodology in 
the European Pharmacopoeia.   

Results: The data fulfilled acceptance criteria for 9 of the 10 comparisons of FPD, in that the 90% confidence interval 
for the FPDAIM/FPDPIM ratio was contained in the predetermined 85 - 118% acceptance interval.  The ratio 
[FPDAIM/FPDPIM] was on average 104% across all OIPs and apparatuses. 

Conclusions:  The findings from this investigation support the equivalence of AIM and PIM for determination of FPD 
across a wide range of product types, OIP platforms and measurement techniques. 

Introduction:  FPD is a critical quality attribute for OIPs, typically determined by cascade impactor-based 

methodology in accordance with procedures using full resolution Pharmacopoeial impactor measurement (PIM) 
apparatuses given in the European Pharmacopoeia.  In the European Pharmacopoeia, FPD is defined as the mass of 
active pharmaceutical ingredient per actuation of the inhaler contained in particles finer than 5.0 μm aerodynamic 
diameter [1]. PIM apparatuses also enable measurements of the aerosol aerodynamic particle size distribution to be 
made [2].  However, this degree of detailed information is obtainable at the cost of significant method complexity and 
time to make each determination [3], and may not always be needed, especially in candidate screening during early 
stage product development, or where confirmation of the therapeutically active portion of the delivered dose is all that 
is required [4].  Under such circumstances, the abbreviated impactor measurement (AIM) approach [5] may be all that 
is needed to establish FPD as the metric to characterize the product being evaluated. 

The purpose of the present multi-centre experimental investigation was to establish, using a range of different OIPs, 
whether or not FPD determined by a variety of AIM-based apparatuses is substantially equivalent to the same metric 
determined using PIM apparatuses following the appropriate compendial methodologies.   

Materials and Methods: Baseline measurements of FPD for the OIP(s) of choice were made by each of the 5 

participating organizations using either the full-resolution Andersen 8-stage non-viable impactor (ACI) or Next 
Generation Impactor (NGI) equipped with USP/European Pharmacopoeia induction port and a pre-separator if 
deemed required.  Each organization also determined the FPD for the same OIP(s) with an abbreviated impactor of 
their choice (fast screening impactor (FSI), fast screening Andersen (FSA) or reduced NGI (rNGI)). For each OIP, 10 
devices were assessed in a paired design by both AIM and PIM.  To balance for possible trend within device, five 
devices were tested using the AIM apparatus first and subsequently by the PIM equipment. The remaining five 
devices were investigated in the opposite order with PIM first, then AIM.  Equivalence between AIM and PIM FPD was 
claimed if a 90% confidence interval for the FPDAIM/FPDPIM ratio was contained in the 85-118% acceptance interval. 
The study was sized based on the information that the standard deviation of the ratio is not more than 10%; with a 
paired design and 10 devices per OIP a 90% CI of length 10% was predicted. This was considered sufficient power 



for the present investigation. Each OIP was wasted/primed at least 10 times prior to the first impactor analysis in order 
to avoid bias from any dose trend at the beginning of the device. Wasting between the two impactor analyses may 
also have been implemented if adjudged necessary by the organization conducting the work based on their 
knowledge of their device. Depending upon the OIP, between 1 and 10 inhaler actuations were required for adequate 
analytical sensitivity (Table 1).  Each organization chose their own internally validated assay method(s) for the active 
pharmaceutical compound(s) involved.  

Table 1: Orally Inhaled Product Characteristics 

Organization 
Code 

Dosage  
Form 

Metered/ 
Capsule 

Total emitted 
mass API + 
excipient 

(mg/actuation) 

Flow Resistance 
(kPa

0.5
min/L) 

Number of 
Actuations to 

Impactor 

A 
DPI 

(combination) 
Metered 5 0.03 6 

B1 DPI 
Metered, 
reservoir 

12 0.03 1 

B2 
DPI 

(combination) 
Metered, 
reservoir 

12 0.03 2 

C MDI + VHC Metered 75  5 

D1 DPI Not disclosed 9 Not disclosed 4 

D2 DPI Not disclosed 2 Not disclosed 5 

E 
MDI 

(combination) 
Metered 70  10 

 

Three of the OIPs were each two-component combination products (data identified by API components ‘a’ and ‘b’ 
respectively, the remainder being single component inhalers. 

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the experimental details for the PIM and AIM apparatuses used respectively by each of the 
5 participating organizations. 

Table 2: Pharmacopoeial Impactor Measurement Apparatus Descriptions 

Organization 
Code 

Impactor  
Body 

Pre-
separator 

Flow Rate 
(L/min) 

Terminal 
Stage Type 

Collection Surface Coating 

A NGI 
Yes – NGI 

type 
65 MOC alone 

Propylene glycol; 
10-mL recovery solvent in  

pre-separator 

B 
ACI (stages -1 

to filter) 
Yes – ACI 

type 
60 Glass 

microfiber 
filter 

Brij surfactant in glycerin 

C 
ACI (stages 0 

to filter) 
No 28.3 Brij-35 surfactant 

D NGI No 60 
Glass 

microfiber 
filter 

Brij/glycerol 

E 
ACI (stages 0 

to filter) 
No 28.3 

Glass 
microfiber 

filter 
None 

Note: ACI = Andersen cascade impactor, NGI = next generation impactor 

 

 

 



Table 3: Abbreviated Impactor Measurement Apparatus Descriptions 

Organization 
Code 

Impactor  
Body 

Pre-
separator 

Size Limit 
for FPD 

(μm) 

Flow Rate 
(L/min) 

Terminal Stage 
Type 

Collection Surface 
Coating 

A FSI 
Yes – 

NGI type 
5.0 65 MOC alone 

No coating;10-mL 
recovery solvent in 

pre-separator 

B 
FSA: stages 
1A, 4, filter 

Yes – ACI 
type 

4.4  60 
Glass microfiber 

filter 

Brij surfactant in 
glycerin 

C 
FSA: empty 

stage 0 
No 4.7 28.3 Brij-35 surfactant 

D 
rNGI: filter 

on stage 3 to 
collect FPD 

No 4.5 60 
Glass microfiber 

filter 
Brij/glycerol 

E FSA No 5.0 28.3 
Glass microfiber 

filter 
Tween 20 surfactant 

Note: FSA = fast screening Andersen, FSI = fast screening impactor, rNGI = reduced next generation impactor 

The size limit for FPD varied from 4.4 to 5.0 μm aerodynamic diameter, depending upon the flow rate, OIP type and 
AIM apparatuses used (Table 3); the corresponding FPD size limit for the selected PIM apparatus were in each case 
selected to 5 μm in accordance with the methodology in the European  Pharmacopoeia [1]. 

Results:  Table 4 summarizes the measures of the ratio [FPDAIM/FPDPIM], expressed as a percentage, together with 

its associated 90% confidence interval bounds for each product evaluated.  A value of 100% is indicative of exact 
equivalence between the two measurements.  

Table 4: Comparison of Ratio FPDAIM/FPDPIM for the Products Evaluated 

Organization 
Code 

Product Code Mean [FPDAIM/FPDPIM] (%) Lower 90% CI (%) Upper 90% CI (%) 

A 
A1a 120.1 116.3 123.9 

A1b 114.1 110.9 117.2 

B1 B1 98.8 95.9 101.8 

B2 
B2a 110.8 106.8 114.8 

B2b 107.5 103.6 111.4 

C C1 101.9 96.9 106.9 

D 
D 

D1 102.2 101.1 103.4 

D2 89.5 85.9 93.2 

E 
E1a 100.3 95.8 104.8 

E1b 100.5 95.8 105.2 

 

The correlation between FPD measured by PIM (abscissa) and its corresponding AIM (ordinate) technique for each 
inhaler and all the products evaluated is shown in Figure 1.   Almost all comparisons of FPD by AIM apparatus were 
found to be equivalent to the FPD determined by PIM, in that the 90% confidence interval for the AIM/PIM FPD ratio 
was contained in the 85 - 118% acceptance interval.  The exception was data-set A1a, where FPDAIM was statistically 
significantly greater than the corresponding values of FPDPIM. The FPD for the second component of this product 
(A1b) was equivalent, based on the acceptance criterion, although average FPDAIM was still greater than FPDPIM.  The 
cause of these deviating results has not been identified, but it may be relevant that the normalized FPD for A1a was 
the smallest of the products evaluated (see Figure 1). 

The ratio [FPDAIM/FPDPIM] was on average 104% across all OIPs and apparatuses used.  The correlations between 
products were moderately good, but significant scatter between individual data points was evident. This apparently 
random variability probably reflects the intrinsic noise associated with either AIM- or PIM-based measurements. 

 



 

Figure 1: Correlation between Pharmacopoeial Impactor Measurement (PIM) - and Abbreviated Impactor 
Measurement (AIM)-based Measurements for Fine Particle Dose, expressed as a Percentage of the Target 
(label claim) Dose per Actuation 

Conclusions:   Nine out of ten data-sets evaluated from the designed experiment comparing AIM with PIM European 

Pharmacopeia methodology for the assessment of FPD for a range of different OIPs and associated APIs fulfilled the 
equivalence acceptance criteria defined at the start of the investigation.  Across all products, FPD determined by an 
AIM-based technique was on average 4% greater than the equivalent measure made by PIM apparatus.  The findings 
from this investigation provides good support for statistical equivalence of AIM and European Pharmacopoeia PIM for 
determination of FPD across a wide range of OIP platforms and measurement techniques. 
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